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Abstract: Multi-user visible light communication (MU-VLC) systems utilizing multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) are gaining increased attentions recently. Visible light communication (VLC) links are expected to work under different illumination
conditions and thus the need for dimming control mechanisms. However, the traditional analog and
digital based dimming schemes have adverse effects on the data communications performance, such
as clipping distortion and the variation of the duty cycle. In this paper, spatial dimming schemes
based on the zero-forcing and the minimum mean-squared error precoding schemes are proposed
for direct-current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) based indoor MU-MIMO VLC system, and the
bipolar optical OFDM signal is biased by a fixed DC level. Transmit antenna selection (TAS) algorithms
are designed for the optimum working LEDs subset at each dimming level. Owing to the simultaneously
exploration of the selection diversity of light emitting diodes (LEDs)-based lights and the channel state
information (CSI), the proposed spatial dimming schemes outperform the traditional dimming schemes,
which is also verified by simulation results. Thus, the proposed schemes are shown to have a great
potential to be applied in practical MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC systems.
Index Terms: Visible light communication (VLC), dimming control, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), multiuser.

1. Introduction
Visible light communications (VLC) with a massive licensed free spectrum is being seen as a
potential wireless technology as part of the fifth-generation (5G) and beyond wireless communication networks which can offer high-speed transmission data rates in indoor applications and to
ease the pressure on the demand for bandwidth in radio frequency RF wireless systems [1].
However, the achievable data rate of VLC systems is usually constrained by the limited bandwidth (typically a few MHz) of off-the-shelf LEDs. In order to overcome this bandwidth (i.e.,
data rate) bottleneck several schemes have been proposed including: (i) multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO), which utilize LEDs and multi-array photodiodes (PD) [2]; (ii) spectrally multicarrier modulations such as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) with data rate
> 4Gbps [3, 4], and multiband carrierless amplitude and phase (m-CAP) modulation, which is
less complex with improved spectral efficiency compared with OFDM [5]; (iii) hybrid MIMO-OFDM
and MIMO-m-CAP VLC systems with a spectral efficiency of 21.35b/s/Hz [6]; and (iv ) multiuser
MIMO (MU-MIMO), which can provide access to multiple users simultaneously [7]. The multiuser interference (MUI) in MU-MIMO VLC has adverse effects on communication, thus a number
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of linear precoding schemes including zero forcing (ZF) [8] and minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) [9] have been proposed. The ZF precoding performs well under a high signal to noise
ratio (SNR) level, whereas MMSE precoding offers improved tradeoff between the interference
and the noise under ill-conditioned channels [7].
In indoor VLC systems data transmission should be facilitated under all illumination levels. Thus,
the need for effective dimming control in VLC systems and in particular in MU-MIMO links with the
sum-rate and the mean-square error (MSE) for ZF and MMSE precoding schemes, respectively.
Note that, in the traditional dimming schemes the LED drive current is controlled by means of:
(i) analogue dimming (AD) [4]; and (ii) digital dimming (DD) [10, 11]. More recently, a new type
of dimming method known as spatial dimming (SD) was proposed in [12], where the illumination
level was represented by the number of working LEDs in a LED-based light sources.
However, for MU-MIMO VLC systems with dimming, AD and DD schemes have some limitations,
including: (i) the limited dynamic range of the LED especially at high or low dimming levels,
since signal clipping will decrease the system performance [4], which is an issue in AD; and (ii)
controlling the illumination level using a digital signal (i.e., pulse width modulation) with a variable
duty cycle at cost of reduced data rate and increased complexity as in DD [13]. The SD scheme
[12] is not applicable in multi-users dimming scenarios, since it merely selects LEDs with less
optical power attenuation at each dimming level and therefore cannot be used to eliminate MUI.
Therefore, the previous studies reported in the literature so far have not considered the specific
characteristics of dimming control, MUI and LED nonlinearity in MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC systems.
Against this background, in this paper we exploit the selection diversity of LED-based lights for
dimming control. The main contributions of this paper are (i) novel designs of SD-ZF and SDMMSE dimming schemes for the MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system, by extending the work reported
in [14]; (ii) analysis of the sum-rate reduction and MSE increasement in the proposed system
as a function of the dimming level with the purpose to effectively suppress MUI; (iii) the use of
transmit antenna selection (TAS) algorithms for the optimum operation of LEDs subset; and (iv )
demonstrate by mean of simulation that the SD scheme can effectively mitigate clipping distortion
compared with the traditional AD-based dimming schemes (i.e., AD-MMSE and AD-ZF), therefore
the bit error rate (BER) and spectral efficiency of the system can be jointly improved.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows. The considered model of an indoor downlink
MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC is outlined in Section 2, followed by the precoder design with the dynamic
range constraint. The proposed SD-ZF and SD-MMSE schemes as well as the transmit antenna
selection algorithms are introduced in Section 3. Simulation results and analysis are presented in
Section 4, where the system performance is assessed and evaluated. Finally, concluding remarks
are presented in Section 5.
Notation: Matrices and vectors are given by the bold uppercase and lowercase letters, respectively, (·)T and (·)† represent the transpose and matrix pseudoinverse operations, respectively; I
denotes an identity matrix; E{·} is the expectation operation; min(a, b) computes the minimum of
scalar a and b; abs(·) denotes an element-wise absolute operator; and |S| is the size of a set S.

2. System Model
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the considered scenario for the indoor downlink MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system,
where an array of Nt -LED is used for illuminating a room as well as providing data communications
to the K -user simultaneously. Note that, the user terminals (i.e., receivers (Rxs)) each with a single
PD are placed on the floor and we have N t ≥ K.
2.1. Transmitter (Tx)
As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the input bits stream bi (t) (i.e., bi ∈ {1, 0}) of each user is mapped into
a group of complex M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) symbols Dp,k on each
subcarrier, where 1 ≤ p ≤ K and 1 ≤ k ≤ N , and N is the number of subcarriers. Note that,
TAS algorithms can select nt working LEDs from the LEDs array for dimming control, which will
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Fig. 1. MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system: (a) the considered geometric scenario, and (b) block diagram
for the downlink link with the proposed spatial dimming scheme.

be specified in Section 3. Then, the complex-valued QAM symbol Dp,k will pass through a nt × 1
precoding vector wk , respectively. By summing all the precoded symbols from the K -user to the
vector Xk , the frequency-domain signal at the q th Tx, which is also complex-valued, can be written
as:
K
∑
Xq,k =
wq,p Dp,k , k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1,
(1)
p=1

Then Hermitian symmetry is applied to the precoded signal:
{

∗
Xq,N −k = Xq,k
, k = 1, 2, ..., N/2 − 1
.
Xq,0 = Xq,N/2 = 0

(2)

Following the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the real-valued time-domain OFDM signal is
obtained for subcarriers in (2):
N −1
1 ∑
2π
xq,n = √
Xq,n exp(j nk), n = 0, 1, ...N − 1,
N
N k=0

(3)

Note that, to further mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI), the cyclic prefix (CP) is included
at the start of the time-domain OFDM symbol xq = [xq,0 , xq,1 , ..., xq,N −1 ]T . Finally, the electrical
OFDM signal xq,n is DC-level shifted (i.e., the name DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM)) prior
to intensity modulation of the q th LED.
With precoding, the emitted power (illumination) of the working LEDs will be different, which
varies with the users moving around on the Rx plane. In order to provide data communications as
well as a sufficient level of illumination simultaneously, we have adopted an unified DC bias level
for working LEDs (i.e., same IB ) to ensure no clipping induced distortions. Note that, based on
the central limit theorem, for N ≥ 64, xq,n can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution with
a very large absolute value [4]. To ensure operation within the dynamic range of LEDs it might
be necessary to reduce the OFDM signal level, which may not be desirable (i.e., the problem of
PAPR). Due to the non-linear electrical-to-optical characteristic, LEDs dynamic range is defined
by [Il , Ih ], where Ih and Il are the maximum and minimum current levels, respectively. Note we
have assumed that, the electrical-to-optical conversion coefficient is unity. Thus, the optical signal
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following electrical-to-optical conversion can be expressed as:

B
if xq,n ≥ Ih −I
 Ih ,
a
Ih −IB
yq,n =
a · xq,n + IB ,
if a ≥ xq,n ≥

B
IL ,
if xq,n ≤ Il −I
a

Il −IB
a

,

(4)

where a is a scaling factor adopted to maintain a constant clipping level per LED, which is given
by:
∆I
a= √
,
(5)
σx 10ηdB /10 − 1
where ∆I = min(Ih − IB , IB − Il ), and ηdB = 10log10 (η 2 + 1)dB is a factor to regulate the clipping
level of the OFDM signal [4].
The human-perceived brightness merely responds to the average optical power instead of the
instantaneous intensity of light signals.. For the q th LED, the average optical power proportional
to IB , and is given by:
E[yq,n ] = E[axq,n + IB ] = IB .
(6)
Since the QAM symbol Dp,k is normalized to within [-1,1], following (4), the optical signal yq,k ,
after precoding and DC biasing should satisfy:
−a

K
∑

|wq,p | + IB ≤ yq,n ≤ a

p=1

K
∑

|wq,p | + IB .

(7)

p=1

To ensure that yq,k operates within the dynamic range [Il , Ih ], we have:

K
∑


|wq,p | + IB ≥ Il
 −a
p=1

(8)

K
∑


 a
|wq,p | + IB ≤ Ih
p=1

Finally, based on (8), the following constraint is placed on the precoded signal xq,n :
|xq,n | = |WDk |q <

K
∑

|wq,p | <=

p=1

d0
∆I
=
a
a

(9)

2.2. VLC Channel
Typically, in most VLC links, the light signal arrives at the Rx via both line of sight (LOS) and
non-LOS (i.e., diffuse) paths. For simplicity, we only consider the LOS path, which is assumed to be
frequency flat and with the channel gain being the same for each subcarrier. This is a reasonable
assumption considering that in VLC systems the indoor channel is a very static environment with
very little variation in the intensity of the received signal (i.e., no fading in contrast to the RF
wireless channels) [15]. In addition, we assume that perfect channel state information (CSI) is
available at the Tx via either RF or other medium for the uplink (i.e., RF and infrared) as in [16].
For a LOS indoor VLC link the channel matrix is modeled as H ∈ RK×Nt , which is given by:
H ∈ RK×Nt :


h 1,1 ... h1,Nt


..
..
H =  ...
(10)
.
.
.
h K,1

... hK,Nt

For the q th Tx (i.e., LED) and the pth Rx (i.e., user ), the channel gain is given by [17]:

(m+1)A

 2πd2p,q cosm (ϕ)g(ψp,q ) cos(ψp,q )
hp,q =
, 0 ≤ ψp,q ≤ Ψc ,

 0
, ψp,q > Ψc
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− ln(2)
where Lambertian emission order m = ln(cos(Φ
and Φ1/2 is the LED semi-angle at half
1/2 ))
illumination power. A represents the detector area and dp,q is the distance between the Tx and
the Rx . ϕ is the angle of irradiance with respect to the Tx axis, and g(ψp,q ) represents the gain
of optical concentrator, which is given as:
{
βp2
, 0 ≤ ψp,q ≤ Ψc ,
sin2 (ψc )
g(ψp,q ) =
(12)
0
, ψp,q > Ψc

where βp denotes the refractive index and Ψc is the PD’s field of view (FOV).
2.3. Receiver (Rx)
At the Rx, following photo-detection the DC bias is removed from the received signal and fast
Fourier transform (FFT) is performed then in order to recover the frequency-domain symbols for
the pth user as given by:
Rp,k =

Nt
∑

Hp,q Xq,k + Np,k

q=1

= HTp Wp Dp,k +

K
∑

,

(13)

HTp Wl Dl,k + Np,k , k = 0, 1, .., N − 1

l̸=p

where Hp is a Nt × 1 channel vector for pth user, Wp and Wl are Nt × 1 vectors representing
precoding weights, Np,k denotes the equivalent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) for the
2
. Here the dominant noise sources considered
k th subcarrier with zero mean and variance σawgn
are the shot noise and the thermal noise. Note that, in (13) the 1th and the 2th terms represent
the desired signal and the inter-user interference, respectively.

3. MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC with SD
In dimmable downlink MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC systems, precoding schemes such as ZF and MMSE
can be adopted to suppress MUI at each illumination level. The ZF-based scheme eliminates the
interference by meeting the following condition:
HW = diag{[µ1 , ..., µK ]T },

(14)

where µp > 0, p = 1, ..., K. Thus, the precoding matrix is given by:
W = H† diag{[µ1 , ..., µK ]T },

(15)

where H† = HH (HHH )−1 .
Under ill-conditioned channel matrix, the ZF precoding scheme may severely reduce the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) due to noise enhancement, thus deteriorating the system
performance. Since noise becomes the dominant impairment not the interference, the MMSE
precoding can balance the interference and the noise, with the precoding matrix given by:
W = HH (HHH + σ 2 I)−1 diag([µ1 , ..., µK ]T ),

(16)

where σ 2 denotes the variance of noise at the Rx.
In traditional AD schemes, IB is usually adjusted for the required optical power level, since IB
proportional to the perceived brightness of human eyes. However, a combination of the optical
DCO-OFDM signal with high PAPR and LED dynamic range will limit the signal clipping. Noted
that, multiple LEDs are usually deployed in practice to ensure sufficient illumination level, and the
user data streams are usually precoded at the Tx by which the complexity and power consumption
of user terminals could be reduce. The SD scheme, which adjusts the number of working LEDs,
can be applied as a more instinctive method for the downlink dimmable MU-MIMO-OFDM link,
since the LEDs’ selection diversity and the precoding matrix can be jointly optimized at the Tx.
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Note that, we assume that the most modulated signals are within the dynamic range of LEDs and
therefore the non-linearities between DC input and light output can be neglected [18]. Thus the
dimming level is linearly proportional to the number of working LEDs in an LED lamp. Based on the
above analysis, both SD-ZF and SD-MMSE are proposed for the MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system.
Since precoding is combined with the dimming control, the proposed schemes can effectively
suppress the MUI, thus jointly improving the dimming and communication performance of the
system.
The original state is defined by λ = 100% when Nt LEDs are glared and biased at the midpoint
h
of LED’s dynamic range, i.e., I0 = Il +I
is selected as the biasing level. Note that, the LEDs can
2
be operated at higher biasing levels but at the cost of increase level of nonlinear induced distortion
and upper clipping for the bipolar DCO-OFDM signal [19]. λ represents the normalized dimming
level, which is given by:
nt
× 100%.
(17)
λ=
Nt
Consequently, in the MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system, nt = λNt LEDs are glared at dimming
level λ. Although spatial dimming for a single-user MIMO VLC system and optical OFDM were
proposed respectively [11, 12], little research has been presented in MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC
systems. In addition, the impact of SD, more specifically, the number of working LEDs on data
communications of the precoded MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system needs investigating. In RF-based
MU-MIMO systems with a given transmit power constraint, reducing the active transmit antennas
will degrade the system performance (i.e., sum-rate and MSE) [20] and therefore TAS algorithms
for ZF and MMSE precoding schemes are proposed. However, optical systems have two different
features: (i) optical signals are real-valued and positive compared with the complex-valued RF
signals; and (ii) the optical power is proportional to the current I in contrast to the electrical power
is proportional to I 2 . Therefore, the dedicated TAS algorithms are proposed for SD-MMSE and
SD-ZF schemes-based VLC systems.
3.1. SD-ZF Scheme
Following the same approach in [21], the achievable data rate of MU-MIMO VLC is given by:
R=

K
∑
1
p=1

2

log(1 +

2µ2p
).
πeσ 2

(18)

Following (9), at each dimming level with nt glared LEDs, the transmit power constraint in the
electric domain is proportional to the number of working LEDs as given by:
P = tr(WSH WS ) <

nt d20
a2

(19)

where WS is the ZF precoding matrix for selected working LEDs. Based on (15) and (19), we
nt d20
assume an identical gain factor µ for each user, which is expressed as µ2 = µ2p = 2
=
† H
†
nt d20
−1
a2 ·tr(HS HH
S )

, where HS denotes the K × nt channel matrix, moreover
Thus the sum-rate in (18) can be modified to:
R=

2nt d20
K
log(1 +
−1 ).
2
πea2 σ 2 tr(HS HH
S)

H†S

a ·tr((HS ) HS )
H −1
= HH
.
S (HS HS )

(20)

For λ0 =100%, the original LEDs set is denoted as S ′ , and S represents the desired selected
working LED subset at the dimming level λ, where |S ′ | = Nt , |S| = nt = N t · λ and S ⊂ S ′ ⊆
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{1, 2, ..., Nt } . Then, the sum-rate degradation for λ can be obtianed from (20) as:
RD (λ) = R(λ0 ) − R(λ)
2Nt d20
=K
2 log(1 + πea2 σ 2 tr((H HH )−1 ) ) −

2nt d20
K
log(1 + πea2 σ2 tr((H
H −1 ) )
2
S HS )
S′
tr(QS ′ )(1−λ)+tr(ΛS̄ )
SN R (tr(Q ′ ))2 +tr(Q ′ )(tr(Λ )+M N λSN R) )
t
S̄
S
S
S′

=

K
2

log(1 + M ·

,

(21)

N d2

2
−1
where M = πe
, SN R = a2tσ20 , QS ′ = (HS ′ HH
, S̄ = S ′ −S and ΛS̄ = QS ′ HS̄ (I − HH
QS ′ HS̄ )−1 HH
QS ′ .
S′ )
S̄
S̄
Then following the Lemma 2 in [20] (13), tr(ΛS ) > 0, and finally we can prove that RD (λ) > 0,
that is to say the sum-rate will decrease with dimming, equally with the reduced number of working
LEDs. Moreover, for fixed QS ′ and SNR in (22), RD (λ) is shown to be monotonically increases
with tr(ΛS̄ ) [20] (Lemma 4), which means that RD (λ) at λ can be minimized by reducing tr(ΛS̄ ).
Therefore, the optimal working LEDs subset can be selected, which is given by:

Sopt = arg max R(S) = arg min RD (λ) = arg min(tr(ΛS̄ )).
S

S

(22)

S

Based on (22), the transmit antenna selection is performed on the original LEDs set S ′ iteratively for nt working LEDs. During each cycle, LED with the minimum tr(ΛS̄ ) is removed from
H −1
H −1 2
S ′ . Accordingly, tr(ΛS ) is simplified as ||hH
|| /(1 − hH
hr ). Therefore, the
r (HS HS )
r (HS HS )
selection metric can be expressed as:
m = arg min
r

H
||hH
r (HS HS )

(1 −

−1 2

||

.
H −1 h )
hH
r
r (HS HS )

(23)

Based on (23), and following [20] the proposed SD-ZF dimming scheme with TAS is shown in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 : SD-ZF dimming scheme with TAS
−1
Initialization: Set nt = λNt ; S = {1, 2, ..., Nt }; |S| = Nt ; HS = [h1 h2 ... hNt ]; ΛS = (HS HH
.
S)
Iteration:
1: while |S| > nt do
||hH Λ ||2
2:
m = arg min 1−hr H ΛS S h , where r ∈ S.
r

r

ΛS hm hH
r ΛS
1−hH
m ΛS hm

ΛS = ΛS +
.
S = S − {m}.
end while
Output:
H −1
The resulting set S and WS = HH
diag{[µ1 , ..., µK ]} are desired working LEDs
S (HS HS )
and precoding matrix at dimming level λ.
3:
4:
5:

3.2. SD-MMSE Scheme
ZF precoding may amplify the noise at the Rx for the ill-conditioned channel matrix when the user
is moving around within the room. Against this background, MMSE precoding is considered in this
section, which can improve the SINR at the Rx with an trade-off between interference mitigation
and the noise enhancement. Generally, the post-detection MSE of the MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC
system can be expressed as:
K
∑
δ=
|Rp,k − Dp,k |2 .
(24)
k=1

Adopting a similar expression in [20], for λ with HS , the MSE can be expressed as:
−1
δ(S) = tr[(αI + HS HH
],
S)
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where α = 1/SN R. Therefore, the optimum working LEDs subset Sopt can be obtained by:
Sopt = min
S

−1
tr[(αI + HS HH
].
S)

(26)

To evaluate the impact of SD on MSE, the difference of MSE compared with the original LED
subset S’ is derived as [20]:
δD (λ) = δ(λ) − δ(λ0 )
,
−1
= tr(AS ′ HS̄ (I − HH
AS ′ HS̄ ) HH
AS ′ )
S̄
S̄

(27)

−1
where AS ′ = (αI + HS ′ HH
. Following the Lemma 2 in [20], we can prove that δD (S̄) > 0,
S′ )
which reveals that when lower dimming level is required, the MSE will increase since fewer LEDs
are glared. Therefore, to mitigate the performance loss, i.e., MSE enhancement, optimal working
LEDs should be selected by:

Sopt = arg min δ(λ) ≡ arg min |δD (λ)| , |S| = λNt .
S

(28)

S

Based on (28), a TAS algorithm which minimizes the MSE enhancement is applied to iteratively
select nt working LED for required dimming level. During each cycle, one LED which minimize
2
the δD (λ) in (27) is removed from S ′ . Thus δD (λ) can be reduced to hH
/(1 − hH
r AS
r AS hr ).
Therefore, the selection problem is formulated as:
2

hH
r AS
.
arg min δD (r) = arg min
1 − hH
r
r
r AS hr

(29)

Based on (29), and following [20] the proposed SD-MMSE dimming scheme with TAS is given in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 : SD-MMSE dimming scheme with TAS
Initialization: Set nt = λNt ; S = {1, 2, ..., Nt }; |S| = Nt ; HS = [h1 h2 ... hNT ]; AS =
−1
(αI + HS HH
.
S)
Iteration:
1: while |S| > nt do
||hH A ||2
2:
m = arg min 1−hrH ASS hr , where r ∈ S.
r

r

AS hm hH
m AS
1−hH
m AS hm

AS = AS +
.
S = S − {m}.
5: end while
Output:
H
2 −1
The resulting set S and WS = HH
diag([µ1 , ..., µK ]T ) are the desired working
S (HS HS + σ I)
LEDs and precoding matrix at dimming level λ.
3:
4:

3.3. Clipping Noise Analysis
LEDs have a limited dynamic range, and therefore the correct biasing is essential to ensure no
saturation and clipping of the modulating signal, which could lead to harmonic and intermodulation
distortion [22]. As for the clipping (i.e., the signal current < Il ) the induced distortion leads to the
clipping noise with the variance given by [23] :
2
σclip
= σx2 {F − F 2 + ϕ(λb )λb − ϕ(λt )λt + [1 − Q(λb )λ2b ] + Q(λt )λ2t
,
2
−[ϕ(λb ) − ϕ(λt ) + [1 − Q(λb )]λb + Q(λt )λt ] }

(30)

√
where σx2 = tr(WS WSH )/nt is the electronic power for each working LED, and ϕ(x) = exp(−x2 /2)/ 2π
is probability density function (PDF). F = Q(λb ) − Q(λt ) is an attenuation factor according to
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Busggang theorem, where Q(·) is the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF),
λb = (IB − Il )/σx , and λt = (Ih − IB )/σx is normalized bottom and top clipping levels respectively.
Note that, the clipping noise experienced by the pth user can be represented by:
2
σclip,p
=

2
σclip
.
Nt
∑
2
|wq,p |

(31)

q=1

The users’ clipping noise for the AD scheme can be obtained in a similar manner. Finally, based
on (13) the effective SINR at Rx for the pth user can be obtained:
SN DRp =

HTp Wp
K
∑

2
HTp Wl

+

2

2
σawgn,p

.
+

l=1,l̸=p

(32)

2
σclip,p

4. Simulation Results
The simulation scenario for the proposed 4-QAM MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system with 10×10 LED
array, K =2 users, and 1024 OOFDM subcarriers is shown in Fig. 2 (a). In addition, a threedimensional coordinate system is adopted, with the origin being at the middle of the floor, which
is denoted by O(x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0). The position of both the LED arrays and the optical Rx are
represented by their geometric centers with respect to the original point, respectively. The LEDs
array pointing downward is installed on a plane 1.75m above the optical Rx of each user on the
floor. The positions of users on the floor pointing upward are illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), where User
1 is fixed and User 2 have two different positions denoted as P1 and P2. The major system
parameters employed in this paper are summarized in Table I.
For comparison, we compared the proposed SD scheme with AD. Note that, no comparison is
made with DD, since signal detection for multiusers becomes too complex when considering a
range of duty cycles [13]. The considered dimming schemes are as follows: (a) SD-MMSE - a SD
scheme, where different number of working LEDS are selected for dimming control and MMSE
precoding is adopted based on the CSI of the selected channel matrix HS ; (b) SD-ZF - with
MMSE precoding in SD-MMSE replaced by ZF precoding; (c) AD-MMSE - where IB is adjusted
for dimming control and the MMSE precoding matrix is derived from the entire LEDs subset; and
(d) AD-ZF. It should be noted that, for the two AD schemes all the Nt LEDs are glared, and the
h
100% dimming level is defined when the biasing level is IB,AD = Il +I
2 .
TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION

Parameters

Notation

Values

Room size
LED array position
Number of users
Number of entire LEDs
Semiangle of half power
Distance of LED
Detect area of PDs
Bandwidth area of PDs
Field of view semiangle of the PD
Refractive index of optical concentrator
Height from Txs to Rxs

L×W ×H
(x, y, z)
K
Nt
Φ1/2
Dt
A
B
Ψc
n
h

4 m×4 m×3 m
(0, 0, 2.5)
2
100 (10×10)
60◦
0.1 m
1 cm2
100 MHz
80◦
1.5
1.75 m

Firstly, we investigate the influence of clipping noise on the users. Based on (30) and (31), the
clipping noise of User 2 as a function of the dimming level for ηdB of 3dB and 5dB is shown in Fig.
3, and the dynamic range is [0, 2]. Note that, SD-ZF and AD-ZF are compared herefor SD-MMSE
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z

5RRP+HLJKW P

y
P2
(1.5,1.5,0))

Ceiling

10 ´10 LEDs

Room Length=4m

LED Arrayy

8VHU
8VHU

0

y

O

Floor

P1
(0.5,0.5,0)

User1
(-1.5,-1.5,0)

x

User 1

User 2

x

5RRP/HQJWK P

Room Width=4m

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The room model used in the simulations, and (b) The configuration of user positions for
scenarios A and B. Scenario A: User1 fixed, and User 2 fixed at P1; scenario B: User1 fixed, and
User 2 fixed at P2.

and AD-MMSE the user’s clipping noise can be obtained in a similar manner by replacing ZF with
MMSE. For AD-ZF, IB,AD = λI0 with Nt LEDs glared, the clipping noise shows a decreasing trend
as the dimming level increases. While for SD-ZF the clipping noise is almost constant over the
entire dimming range. In both cases, higher ηdB results in reduced clipping noise, this is because
the signal will experience a lower clipping level.
Clipping Noise of User2
-30

-40

10log10(2clip,k )

-50

-60

-70

-80

-90

-100
0.3

SD-ZF 3dB
AD-ZF 3dB
SD-ZF 5dB
AD-ZF 5dB
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Dimmig level

Fig. 3. The clipping noise versus the dimming level for the User2 for SD ZF and AD ZF schemes.

Secondly, we evaluate the BER performance with varied dimming levels in Fig. 4 by fixing SNR
at 10 dB, 11 dB respectively. It should be noted that lower λ indicates fewer working LEDs for SD
and lower biasing level for AD, and TAS algorithms are applied in SD schemes to recommend
optimum working LEDs at each λ. It is observed that, the BER of all the considered dimming
schemes decrease with λ, since increasing working LEDs can improve the performance of SD
and higher bias level results in higher SNR in AD, which can improve the performance of SD
and AD. Moreover, SD schemes display more flat plots. Since the TAS algorithms in SD can
exploit the CSI and the selection diversity of working LEDs to compensate for the performance
loss due dimming. In contrast, AD-MMSE and AD-ZF are much more susceptible to the variation
of dimming levels.
Thirdly, we focus on the spectral efficiency for SD-based and AD-based schemes for a SNR
of 10 dB, when the position of User 2 is fixed at P1. Based on (32), the aggregate achievable
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BER performance of MU-OFDM-MIMO

10 0

AD-MMSE 11dB
SD-MMSE 11dB
AD-ZF 11dB

10 -1

SD-ZF 11dB
AD-MMSE 10dB
SD-MMSE 10dB
AD-ZF 10dB

10 -2

BER

SD-ZF 10dB

10 -3

10 -4

10 -5
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Dimming level

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 4. The BER performance with different dimming levels for SD-MMSE, AD-MMSE, SD-ZF and
AD-ZF schemes with different SNRs of 10 dB and 11 dB, and for the scenario A (User1 fixed, User
2 fixed at P1).
4.5

Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz)

4

3.5

3

2.5

2
AD-MMSE
SD-MMSE
AD-ZF
SD-ZF

1.5

1
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Dimming level

Fig. 5. Achievable spectral efficiency against dimming level for SD and AD schemes with the selected
SNR of 10dB, and for the scenario A (User1 fixed, User 2 fixed at P1).

spectral efficiency based on Shannon capacity can be calculated with all effective SINRs at the
K
∑
Rxs [7]:
log(1 + SINRp ). As shown in Fig. 5, SD-MMSE and SD-ZF outperform AD-MMSE and
p=1

AD-ZF for the considered dimming levels. This can be explained as follows. Compared with AD, SD
schemes can effectively suppress the clipping noise exists in the OFDM transmission signal and
increase SINR at the Rxs, therefore the higher spectral efficiency can be achieved. Further more,
the SD-based scheme achieves higher spectral efficiency at higher dimming levels, since more
LEDs are glared and the performance can be improved. In addition, SD-MMSE and AD-MMSE
demonstrate improved performance over the ZF-based schemes (i.e., SD-ZF and AD-ZF), since
MMSE precoding has higher SINR at the Rxs, which results in higher spectral efficiency.
Finally, we further investigate the influence of CSI imperfection in a realistic channel when
users move to different positions as illustrated in Fig.2 (b) for λ=70%. User 1 is assumed to be
stationary, while User 2 is moved from position P1 and P2, which indicates different correlation
between the two users. In practical situations, CSI can be estimated at the Rx and fed back to
the Tx via an uplink such as RF or infrared. Imperfect CSI will be induced by the quantized and
b + ∆H [9]. ∆H denotes the CSI imperfection
noisy channel estimation, which is written by: H = H
matrix the entries of which are independent Gaussian variables with variance σe2 . Fig.6 shows
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the impact of imperfect channel estimation on the BER performance of SD and AD schemes.
A normalized channel imperfection factor σe = ∥vec(H)∥σe/(nt∗N r) [9]. It can be observed that, the
1
BER of SD and AD schemes deteriorate when σe is increased from 10−5 to 100 , since MUI can
not be suppressed by the precoder perfectly therefore lower SINR at the Rx. Besides, when User
2 at P2, the BER performance much improved compared with P1, since the channel condition
will be less correlated when the two users are further separated. In addition, for σe > 10−2 , the
increase in BER for the SD-based scheme is more pronounced than AD-based schemes. Since
SD schemes select the optimal working LEDs with the estimated CSI, its performance is more
prone to the CSI imperfection.
10 -1

BER

10 -2

AD-MMSE P1
SD-MMSE P1
AD-ZF P1
SD-ZF P1
AD-MMSE P2
SD-MMSE P2
AD-ZF P2
SD-ZF P2

10 -3

10 -4
10 -5

10 -4

10 -3



10 -2

 

10 -1

10 0

   

Fig. 6. Impact of channel imperfection on the BER performance of SD and AD schemes with the
dimming level of 70%, and for different User2 positions at P1 and P2.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, SD-ZF and SD-MMSE dimming schemes were proposed for an indoor MU-MIMOOFDM VLC system. We analyzed how the sum-rate and MSE performance are affected by spatial
dimming in the MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC system, thus the tradeoff between the dimming control and
communications performance. The TAS algorithms were applied to effectively suppress MUI and
improve the system performance at the target dimming level. Compared with the traditional ADbased schemes, we showed that the proposed spatial dimming schemes could effectively suppress
the signal-clipping distortion induced by LED’s non-linearity and improve the system performance
such as BER and spectral efficiency. These results revealed that, spatial dimming has a great
potential to be adopted in practical MU-MIMO-OFDM VLC systems.
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